This is what hashing is all about......
running off into the distant wilds of rural Cambridgeshire
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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and
we are the directors.
Aug,- Muthertucker Sept. – Fit but Dim, Oct. – Taxidermist
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please
remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date.
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.....However, do you know where Bed Sores goes at night.........
...........under a full moon........????
The planet ZOG ?? or maybe MARS !!!
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Run No: 2014
Date: 07-May-2017
Venue: Edward VII, Guilden Morden
Hares: Paparazzi & U Bend
Scribe: Horny
Run 2014 - Edward VII Guilden Morden
This was the first r*n of Harriette's Month and so what could be more appropriate
than the discovery of a virgin (pub), much to everyone's surprise after 2013 previous
coming's together.
Sox and I arrived as usual at 10.59 to scatter the congregating circle and grab the
last remaining parking spot. The pub, Edward VII, sat by a large playing field with
several football pitches where some younger ones were gathering for a morning kick
about.
Our GM brought the circle together and we paid our respects to Fartin Martin and
The Mad Monk, two well-knownHashers who recently passed away.
Hares, U-Bend and Paparazzi, took "control" and a walkers run was announced (and
by implication a runners walk), no wonder certain hashers became confused.
The weather, as ordered by the absent RA, was sunny and dry, a little cold to begin
but warming through the morning. So on-out we went and were soon off tarmac and
into fields. An early check threw the pack in all directions - most followed straight
on up the road while an open field lured Pedro and Toed into a fruitless search for
dust. Ignoring the "on-back"Pedro disappeared for a while eventually finding his way
back to the pack via a farm yard (“private, no access” signs no doubt ignored).
Meanwhile Klinger identified a now closed pub from where we used to Hash. Could
this be the Six Bells which went out of business in 1962, possibly so as Klinger has
been hashing a long long time - did he even know George Tatham I wonder?

Name
Six Bells

Lost Pubs In Guilden Morden, Cambridgeshire
Year
Information
Closed
1962 Publican in 1916 was George Tatham. Now a private dwelling.

http://www.closedpubs.co.uk/cambridgeshire.html
The trail settled into the usual pattern of FRB's holding checks and checking while
those lesser amongst us grabbed whatever rest we could. We crossed some well
defined paths through open fields of crops with great views all around, including a
windmill and an ever present church.
we could see for miles - fields, hills, windmills and churches but not another hasher
in sight, long gone. Through the fields, across deep ditches (having missed the
bloody bridge) and onto a tree lined track to the road, finally seeing the rest of the
pack gathering around the BS. What a welcome site - the BS not the hashers.
Beautifully manned by It'll Come Off and One for his Nob - we were greeted by
Pimms,a bucket of beer, nibbles and dips, a wonderful drink-stop. As we all tucked
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in I could hear people being quizzed about offenders, I kept very quiet, but sideways
glances in my direction and furtive whispers suggested the inevitable.
Heading back towards the On-Inn we passed a field of alpacas - some hashers by
all accounts (allegedly) showing more than a healthy interest.
Back at the pub we gathered inthe sunny garden complete with whirly-gig thing for
hashers to dry their sweaty smalls (or bigs). The pub laid on sandwiches, crisps,
Monster Munch(are adults allowed to eat those?) peanuts and choccie fingers.
And so bang on time the closing circle opened and our GM (and several others)
proceeded to enter the circle, the RA notably absent although the weather was well
established.
Down-downs were awarded to sinners and other worthy recipients, in no particular
order but the order in which they were awarded.....
and then ......
the raffle - well I ran out of paper and I am sure no one read this far so all I will say
is we won a bottle of white and someone won a shammy - not sure if this was a onenighter or they get to keep him.

CH3 Run 2016, Sunday 22nd May 2016
The Crown, Fordham
Hares – Daffidildo & Doggystyle, Runners – 55
It’s fair to say that to date, this year has been mainly wet. Miserable and
unseasonably cold for a vast proportion of the year, so with complete irony, it turned
out to be really warm and sunny with just a wisp of a cloud here & there.
The car park began to fill up very early on and as there was a wedding in the church
opposite. We were a tad confused when the odd smartly dressed member of the
congregation got out of their car, looked baffled at the gathering hash before they
did an evident reality check, readjusting their expectations and heading off in the
right direction.
As it was the last trail of the rather wonderful Daffidildo & Doggstyle, it ensured a
really heavy turn out....
Anyway, the hash were in boisterous spirits largely driven by a huge piss up
involving Mutha, Daffi & a roast hog BBQ at Daffi’s workplace – apparently, they left
a huge dent in a polypin of Pegasus and were looking a little discoloured at the start
of the hash – well done gents!
So, with the bells of the Church opposite robustly being attacked with gay abandon
by a clearly badly trained campanologist with evident cramp (think along the lines
of Les Dawson’s “pissed-as-a-newt” period) the hash assembled. Words were uttered
by our leader the grand high llama himself Shamcock and we ambled out & left on
to the high street. This lead up to a gaveyard/playground area and as no one was
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calling on, we all followed Daffi and were immediately caught out as Daffi ran his
own false trail…………..cunning manoeuvre that!.

This is what hashing is all about......
.....running

or hobbling off into the distant wilds
of rural Cambridgeshire......

We doubled back almost to the pub itself and finally Fit But Dim called the on as
the Hash caused traffic to slow to a respectable standstill – why anyone would be
calm surrounded by 50 odd brightly coloured nutters running in all directions is
anyone’s guess, but at least we averted a smidgeon of potential road rage.
The trail hit a check as a panting Lady Slipstream nimbly hopped past and
absolutely no-one bothered to head up the road or a neat field of emerging crops
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with no visible foot prints, so we headed across a rape field and then at right angles
until we arrived at another check. I think we then got lost in the hinterland of the
edge of the village and the edge of a field. Further along the edge of the field there
were a couple of long turnbacks which caught just about everyone out and was
abetted by the hares actually running the bloody things too, so we couldn’t guess
the true trail. We managed to take in a short section of woodland, open fields and
mainly acres of rape but it was sunny and the hash was in a collectively good mood
so no-one seemed to mind.
After about 4 miles of glorious country, we were steered towards Daffi & Doggy’s
place where they’d laid on the remains of the polypin of Pegasus, complete with
some interesting nachos & an amazing dip (which must have had cocaine in it as
everyone went back for it like acid crazed meth heads). Coupled with this was what
can only be described as a hash yard sale – Several years worth of dressing up as a
fat nun/gay pirate/middle eastern diplomat/ crack head had produced an
er..’interesting’ variety of clothing and some really weird things (i.e. While You’re
Down There buying a sewing machine was the most random thing I remembered)
but you have to hand it to the hares for their hospitality and dual role of marketing
guru’s.
This wondrous beer stop seemed to go on for a couple of days until all of the
smashing dip and beer had gone and people began to leave with their purchased
weird clothing/deep fat fryers/fondue sets/pogo stick repair kits/amateur chicken
sexing equipment etc etc……….
The pub had Timothy Taylor’s Landlord on which was a spectacular choice, but
the lad behind the bar, who bore a distinct resemblance to Mr Logic in Viz
managed to offend all real ale drinkers but putting this fine brew in bloody John
Smith’s glasses!! – Total sacrilege!
The circle was called and Shamcock gave the hares – Daffidildo & Doggystyle one
for their trail– Farewell and thanks for all the trails, we really appreciate it
Midnight Snack was allowed a guest slot and singled out Checkpoint for running
past him “demurely” apparently and was heard to shout “Bollocks Bollocks,
Bollocks” as she was caught out by one of the hares staggeringly well planned turn
backs.
Double Top was given the circle and called in Debonaire & Fit But Dim for trying
to drown Daffi in the river...DT also picked on your humble scribe for trying on
some of the more interesting garments in the hash garage sale. I thought that the
Tartan PVC fetish set was actually rather fetching – sadly, the gimp mask was
missing, or I’d have bought it immediately – just for the long winter evening’s you
understand? Anyway, in DT’s eyes this eye catching ensemble was a “car boot
nightmare” that words could not describe (Editor’s Note: harrumph, I thought it
was quite a good fit TBH)
Shamcock gave Generator a DD for actually responding with funds for the
Happisburgh seaside run (The ONLY Hasher to respond to the GM!) and
also Woody Hollow was called to hobble in to the circle, but the DD was for
showing dedication & still turning up to the hash despite being on crutches.
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Debonaire gave Monday night hasher Mr Titanic a DD for going on the walkers’
trail and One For His Nob was given a DD for queue jumping at the bar (Not sure
why that’s a sin, unless it was just because she pushed in, in front of the RA was
the offence in itself.
Shamcock gave Sheepshagger a DD for visiting .....And finally Daffi took command
of the circle and produced a framed photo that he’d been given 12 years previously
and explained to the circle that the 1st time he & Doggy left the UK, Benghazi had
given them the photo of (quite literally) a warm looking fire place – as he explained
that the picture was the Brits giving the Yanks “friendly fire” all those years ago.
With masterful understatement, Daffisimply handed it back to Benghazi, simply
stating he was just “Returning Fire” – just beautiful………..
……and with that, the circle was over, which was fortunate because it lasted for
about 7 hours longer than the trail did.

On On
Big Blouse

Run No: 2018
Date: 04-Jun-2017
Venue: Whaddon Golf Centre, Church Street, Whaddon
Hares: Calamity & Wimp
Scribe: Three Swallows
I tried to pass this run report onto BIgBlouse,who I believed would of volunteered to
do it. But responded, he would rather be embalmed in his own urine.so no getting
out of this one.
With my sat Navy telling me to do a u turn when possible and D.TOPS Google Sat
Navy telling me to turn Left. We arrived at Wharton golf centre, mind blown with
technology disagreeing with each other. The hare's Wimp,Calamity Jane and keep
it clean layer a lovely Short trail with field's of beautiful corn still Green ready for
ripening over the Summer months. Massive clover leave's with tall purple flowers
everywhere and a stream overgrown with plants(unknown name of plants).

This is what hashing is all about......
.....running or hobbling or letching off into the distant
wilds of rural Cambridgeshire......(
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The walker's came across an unmarked check with three paths, bloody hell which
one could it be? As no one as usual could be bothered to check it out.Slaphead WHO
had a map lead his followers down one path and back again.while Gold flinger
marched his followers down another path straight to the drinks stop.
Calamity Jane couldn't understand why a silver car was parked at her drinks stop
and not her blue one. After a flurry of panicked remembered she was parked further
along the road. Telling me that she couldn't find the crisps for the nibbles, that
someone must of taken them from her garage where they were last seen. But the
thief who was obviously hungry, forgot to take the car and other stuff Worth nicking.
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She had also washed the hash shit t shirt who Bedsores got for confronting an angry
farmer wearing blue dungarees.
In the circle two unnamed Hasher's were made to get on their knee's by Debonair
who enjoyed the power she imposed, naming one Golden Ball up the Are and the
other Jonah's Dick.proper hash handle names.
The circle was then interrupted by the sound of Rudolf the Reindeer's bells,Big
Blouse thinking it was a herd of cats, but no it was a bunch of weird looking
goth,hippy,Morris dancing people wearing tree's as hat's and other bizarre stuff like
black motor cycle goggles on top hats.What a bunch of idiots.
Kermit gave down downs to a couple of runners, MuthaTucker and Wimp but with
D.Tops now interrupting the circle singing about peeling bananas was escorted twice
from the circle. I now had no idea what the hell was going on and what had these
sinners done?
With Bedsores and computers raffle over Shamcock done a very fast Sweet chariots
song,we then departed our separate ways.
One For His Knob pulled a Morris dancer who apparently had a massive stick and
Lady Jetstream snogged another who had three Beard's and later on found out he
had an extra largebell.Excellent day.
ON ON
Three Swallows

This is what hashing is all about......
.....running or hobbling or letching off into the distant
wilds of rural Cambridgeshire......???
Sorry folks, the CH3 2017 runs were in.......

ESSEX !!!
But on the Friday Punt & Pub Crawl we had ..........
PIRATES A PLENTY
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The runs were from the Village Hall in Widdington, with
The earl as Senior Consultant, Shammy as Trailmaster,
Conrad in charge of the walk, Smart Arse boss of the
ordinary run and Mutha and Hold it for Me doing a
stunning job bringing the Long Run (aka BALL BREAKER)
to life.......Only one hasher (Ted??? Who said Ted???)
short cutting that magic trail........
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So many photos, but here is Mutha sending Antar the
wrong way up the headwaters of the river Cam..

All trails led to the beer stop at Debden Community Shop.
Beer?? Lollipops were better in the heat of the day....!!!

Then to Saturday night at the University Sportz Klub..
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...with a strange 16 legged black & white beast on stage!!!

And finally the Hangover stroll on the Sunday morning....

Just too much for these old coots..Says Shammy!!
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CH3 – News – Events

Have an item that should be here? Go to
http://herald.toedsh3-admin.com/resources.php
Login using your Pink Pages credentials, - Click on ‘To be included’,
Browse for your item then upload it.

R.O.T.T. Will there be another?
Are you interested in this event?. If so please register your interest at
http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/
What is it?. – Go to http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/ or ask Strapon or Toed
We need to know how many are interested so we can decide if we have another

CH3 Seaside Run – Lifeboat at Hand
Run No. 2025: 23-Jul-2017

Hash, then party at The Hill House Inn, Happisburgh !!
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Runs for July 2017
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)
Hare raiser it`ll come off
Run No. 2022: 02-Jul-2017
Chequers, Orwell, SG8 5QL
Hares Keep It Clean & Calamity

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Run No. 2023: 09-Jul-2017
Swan, Old Weston, PE28 5LL
Hares Hangover Blues & Muff Diver
The car park is small so people will have to double park and then find what parking
they can in side streets. Squeak is kindly providing an on on
Run No. 2024: 16-Jul-2017
Blind Fiddler, Anstey, SG9 0BW
Hares Klingon & Klinger
Run No. 2025: 23-Jul-2017
Happisburgh Hill House Inn, The Hill, Happisburgh, Norfolk, NR12 0PW
Hares Shamcock & U Bend
Home of : The Dancing Men Brewery The Dancing Men Brewery is the in-house brewery
at The Hill House pub. Camping : The Manor Caravan Park, Happisburgh, Norfolk, NR12
0PW 01692 652228 www.manorcaravanpark.org
email:happisburghestates@btconnect.com

Hash, then party at The Hill House Inn, Happisburgh !!

Run No. 2026: 30-Jul-2017
Moon and Stars, Rushden, SG9 0TA
Hares Googly & Kermit
To order food and/or book table reservations please phone 01763 288330
Grand Master - Shamcock
Joint Master - Muff Diver & Muthatuka
Religious Advisor - Debonaire
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Beer Master - Benghazi
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
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Grand Mattress - Double Top
Joint Mattresses - Big Swinger & One for
his Knob
Hare Raiser - it`ll come off
Web Master - El Rave
Hash Stats - Pedro
Song Master - Blowback
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
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